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The use of etched nanorods from a planar template as a growth scaffold for a highly regular GaN/

InGaN/GaN core-shell structure is demonstrated. The recovery of m-plane non-polar facets from

etched high-aspect-ratio GaN nanorods is studied with and without the introduction of a hydrogen

silsesquioxane passivation layer at the bottom of the etched nanorod arrays. This layer successfully

prevented c-plane growth between the nanorods, resulting in vertical nanorod sidewalls (�89.8�)
and a more regular height distribution than re-growth on unpassivated nanorods. The height

variation on passivated nanorods is solely determined by the uniformity of nanorod diameter,

which degrades with increased growth duration. Facet-dependent indium incorporation of GaN/

InGaN/GaN core-shell layers regrown onto the etched nanorods is observed by high-resolution

cathodoluminescence imaging. Sharp features corresponding to diffracted wave-guide modes in

angle-resolved photoluminescence measurements are evidence of the uniformity of the full

core-shell structure grown on ordered etched nanorods. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4819440]

I. INTRODUCTION

Obtaining a high density of high-aspect-ratio GaN nano-

rods is an essential first step in the growth and fabrication of

a broad range of devices such as GaN/InGaN core-shell

light-emitting diodes,1–6 solar-cells,7 and photodetectors.8

Nanorod arrays aligned parallel to the c-axis support large-

area active layers on the non-polar sidewalls. Quantum wells

on these facets are free from the Quantum Confined Stark

Effect9 and potentially have reduced numbers of stacking

faults compared with planar non-polar heteroepitaxial

films.10 This may lead to increased radiative recombination,

the opportunity for thick quantum wells and reduced

droop.11 In addition, strain can be more easily relaxed

through the high surface-to-volume ratio without the genera-

tion of crystal defects. Such GaN nanorod arrays can be cre-

ated by bottom-up growth either through a self-organised or

selective area growth process.12,13 Alternatively, a top-down

anisotropic etch process can create nanorods from a planar

template.14,15 This has the benefit of delivering greater uni-

formity at the expense of (1) possibly introducing etch-

related roughness and damage, and (2) being limited by the

quality of the original planar template. For the latter, it is not

clear that pre-existing threading dislocations will influence

the internal quantum efficiency of active layers grown on the

non-polar sidewalls due to their predominant alignment

along the polar c-axis.16 Furthermore, we have previously

demonstrated that the radiative efficiency in GaN nanorods

up to 5 lm in length formed by top-down processing is not

necessarily degraded by etching.14 The remaining issue of

surface roughness can be resolved by combining the top-

down etch process with subsequent re-growth.5,17 A sche-

matic overview of the bottom-up and the combined approach

as used in this paper is shown in Figure 1.

It remains a challenge to fabricate electrically driven

nanorod arrays into devices that take advantage of all their

opportunities. Ideally, device fabrication of nanorod-based

devices should exploit existing and established processing

techniques by converting from the three-dimensional to a

planar geometry. Two methods for achieving this have typi-

cally been used to create devices based on an axial current

flow. In the first, nanorods etched from a conventional planar

light emitting diode (LED) have been fabricated into electro-

luminescent devices by planarizing with a filling material,

exposing the nanorod tips and depositing a transparent con-

ductor.19,20 In the second method, semiconductor growth has

been used to coalesce neighbouring nanorod tips into a pla-

nar layer for contacting.21,22 For core-shell arrays, the cur-

rent path in the active region is in the radial direction and

parallel to the axis within the core and outer shell. Similar

fabrication approaches as for axial current devices can be

used provided that special attention is paid to the core and

outer shell conductivity. K€olper et al.23 describe a thin-film

fabrication process for a core-shell nanorod LED in which

the inter-rod space is filled with dielectric and a planar metal

layer over the top of the rods provides contact to the p-type

shell material and reflects light back down the nanorods to

extract light through the n-type GaN buffer layer. For such

structures, the growth of the active shell material will intro-

duce variations in the size of the nanorods, making the plana-

rization step and thus fabrication of devices more difficult.

Ideally, a regular arrangement of vertically aligned GaN

nanorods, with a well-defined homogeneity of height and
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width is required prior to the active layer growth. Achieving

this with a bottom-up approach alone is challenging and as a

result to date there are few reports of electrically driven

arrays of core-shell devices and demonstrations of electri-

cally connected core-shell structures are limited to single

devices.4 Hence, there has been recent interest in combining

top-down etching and re-growth.5,17

Previously, we have demonstrated the etching of arrays

of GaN nanorods from a planar GaN/sapphire template with

an aspect ratio greater than 20 and, critically, negligible

reduction in radiative efficiency.14 The nanorods had an

almost vertical sidewall and have been created across a 4 in.

wafer using a metal dot array created by nanoimprint lithog-

raphy and lift-off.24 The height regularity of the nanorods is

only limited by the roughness and long-range flatness of the

original planar template. Therefore, the nanorods could act

as a scaffold for the subsequent re-growth of shell layers via

Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) but this is

not a well-established process.5,25 A particular issue is the

surface roughness of the nanorod sidewalls introduced by the

dry-etch process. Thus, a preliminary growth step is required

to recover the shape and facet structure of the nanorods prior

to the growth of any active layer (Figure 1).

For application as a growth scaffold, such nanorods

should be etched only part way into the GaN template in

order to retain a conducting n-GaN layer so that the nanorods

can be electrically contacted in parallel. This leaves a num-

ber of competing surfaces, convex and concave, for the sub-

sequent re-growth24 in contrast with a bottom-up approach

in which the growth mask prevents c-plane growth from the

regions around the base of the nanorods. The blocking of this

growth mode forces growth on the non-polar nanorod side-

walls and at the nanorod tip. A dielectric selective growth

mask has a further benefit for device fabrication as it pre-

vents current flow short-circuiting the core material.

Creating a similar growth mask for etched nanorods is a

challenge since it must be added after the etching step.

Conventional techniques such as evaporation, sputtering, and

chemical vapour deposition preferentially deposit material

near the tops of the nanorods. Whilst atomic layer deposition

is a conformal process even for high-aspect-ratio structures,27

none of these techniques allow preferential deposition at the

nanorod bases to enable a reliable growth-blocking layer to be

created. In this paper, we describe a procedure for creating a

thin continuous passivation layer around the base of the nano-

rods using spin-on-glass and demonstrate its effect on the re-

growth of GaN facets by MOVPE on high-aspect-ratio etched

GaN nanorods. Recovery of the nanorod morphology is

obtained. Statistical information on widths and heights show

that the homogeneity of the starting etched nanorod scaffold is

largely retained and it is shown that the approach results in the

formation of highly ordered arrays of InGaN/GaN core-shell

FIG. 1. Comparison of bottom-up and top-down core-shell fabrication processes. The bottom-up approach results in high-quality nanorods but with inhomoge-

neous height variation.18
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nanorods, which display photonic crystal structure effects in

their light emission.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Nanorod etching

GaN nanorod arrays have been created by a top-down

approach from �6 lm-thick MOVPE-grown c-plane GaN on

sapphire templates. A nickel-based metal mask was created

using a nanoimprint lithography lift-off technique.24 This

resulted in a hexagonal array of metal nano-dots of 280 nm

diameter and 600 nm pitch. The nanorod array was etched in

an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch system (Oxford

Instruments System 100) using parameters previously

reported.14 Figure 2 shows cross-section and plan views of an

etched GaN nanorod array, which has a height of �4 lm and

a density of �3� 108 cm�2. The upper 80%–90% of the

nanorods is vertical, whilst the lower 10%–20% displays a

widening towards their base. Approximately 2 lm planar

GaN remained below the nanorods. The cross-sectional

image clearly shows the surface roughness that this work

addresses.

B. Nanorod passivation

FOxVR

Flowable Oxide (Dow Corning) is a liquid solu-

tion of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) in a carrier solvent

that, after curing at high temperature, forms a robust, amor-

phous, SiO2-like inorganic film, which can act as a selective

growth mask in GaN epitaxy, similar to the SiNx and SiO2

layers used in conventional epitaxial lateral overgrowth.28

The effect of spin-coating on to an etched nanorod array

depends on the solution viscosity. High viscosity layers can

be used for infilling the spaces between nanorods to create

nanorod LEDs using the planarizing properties of HSQ,19

whereas solutions of low viscosity result in layers in which

their morphology is dominated by surface tension. In the

case of high-aspect-ratio nanorods, this leads to a thicker

layer of material at the nanorod bases than on the top or side-

walls, as shown in Figure 3. This unique ability to coat pref-

erentially the nanorod bases can be exploited in combination

with a controlled buffered oxide wet-etch to create a passiva-

tion layer. This approach has also been used to prevent re-

growth between nanorods during nanopendeo coalescence.29

The controlled etching of sub-100 nm layers of HSQ has

been reported by Tiron et al.30 By using a long (>120 min)

cure at 550 �C, the etch rate in dilute HF solution was

reduced by an order of magnitude to �10 nm/min. This low

etch rate allows the precise removal of cured HSQ from the

nanorod sidewalls and tops whilst retaining a sufficient layer

at the nanorod bases to act as a selective growth mask.

Dilute HF does not etch GaN due to its high chemical stabil-

ity.31 Figure 3(a) shows an SEM image of the nanorods in

Figure 2 after coating with HSQ (XR-1541e-beam resist

(6%) from Dow Corning). It was spin-coated onto the bare

rods at 3000 rpm. A subsequent 200 �C hotplate bake for 3

min removed the solvent and a further 550 �C bake in N2

atmosphere in a quartz tube furnace for �2 h cured the HSQ

to reduce the etch rate. The thickness of the cured HSQ layer

near the nanorod bases was �2–3 greater than the thickness

that would have been deposited on a planar sample. The

coating tapered off up the sides of the nanorods as shown by

the change in contrast in Figure 3(a).

After an etch in 100:1 buffered oxide etch solution, the

passivation on the sides of the nanorods is removed leaving a

layer intact at the base. The SEM image in Figure 3(b) shows

a sharp transition between the HSQ and the nanorod, which

is indicative of complete removal of the passivation from the

sides of the nanorods. As will be seen, subsequent selective

epitaxial growth on the nanorod sidewalls confirmed this

interpretation of Figure 3(b).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Semiconductor re-growth

To investigate the effect of the passivation on GaN

re-growth, nanorods passivated with HSQ were wet etched

with a 100:1 Buffer Oxide Etch (BOE) solution for different

durations: 0, 20, 60, and 300 sec. MOVPE growth of GaN

FIG. 2. Representative cross-sectional SEM image of the etched GaN nano-

rod array used throughout this paper. (Inset) Plan view SEM image of the

nanorod array.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional SEM images (at 5 kV) of the region near the nanorod

bases for nanorods that have been coated with HSQ and subsequently cured

at 550 �C for 2 h (a) without and (b) with subsequent wet-etching using

100:1 buffered oxide etch for 20 s.
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was carried out simultaneously on all samples (growth tem-

perature of 860 �C, growth pressure of 100 mbar, TMGa

flow of 9 sccm, and NH3 flow of 2800 sccm). Figure 4 shows

SEM cross-sectional images after 30 min re-growth for the

different etch durations. No growth occurs on the sample

where the HSQ has not been wet-etched, indicating that the

nanorod sidewalls and tops were fully covered with a thin

HSQ layer. For the 20, 60, and 300 s duration etches, re-

growth occurred along the full length of the nanorods to

reveal {1–100} m-plane facets on the sidewalls and {10–11}

facets on the nanorod tops to form nanopyramids.32

The passivation has a striking impact on the geometry

of the re-grown GaN. At the bottom of the nanorods of the

60-s- and 300-s-etched samples, the verticality inherent to

m-plane growth is lost. Other facets have formed or stepped

growth has occurred to result in a departure from verticality.

This enlargement at the bottom is ascribed to a complete

removal of the HSQ layer during the wet-etch. In contrast,

straight hexagonal-shaped nanorods were regrown on the

20-s-etched sample. M-plane facets are formed all along the

nanorod, which is a potential asset for non-polar, core-shell

devices. Therefore, the passivation layer inhibits formation

of non-m-plane facets at the base of the nanorods during the

re-growth and thus reduces irregularity in their final shape.

In Secs. III B–III D, the effect of the passivation layer on

the distribution of nanorod diameters, verticality and heights

after GaN re-growth onto high-aspect-ratio nanorods is

described before progressing to the optical properties of InGaN

shell growth onto such structures in Secs. III F and III G.

B. Nanorod diameter and shape homogeneity

Any variation in diameter between nanorods could

impact the emission behaviour in any core-shell structure

since it could affect the homogeneity of the active layers.

Any variation in height will increase the difficulty of subse-

quent device processing. Both could prevent their application

in devices that exploit photonic crystal effects.

Passivated and unpassivated samples taken from the

same etched nanorod wafer were simultaneously regrown for

either 30 or 60 min, giving an increase in diameter of

approximately 20% and 30%, respectively. The measured

diameters were extracted from high-resolution SEM images.

The high contrast in these images between the inclined

nanopyramid facets and the nanorod sidewalls leads to an

accurate size measurement of the nanorod top. Each

5000�-magnification image contained around 1000 nano-

rods so that meaningful statistical distributions could be

obtained. Similar SEM images of higher magnification are

shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) for the 60 min growth. Figure

6 shows histograms of the measured diameters of both the

passivated and unpassivated samples, whilst Figure 7 shows

similar graphs for the elongation factor.33 The distribution of

these parameters is a measure of the uniformity of the nano-

rods and can be represented in a single value by the interde-

cile range (IDR); the separation of the 10% and 90%

quantiles. This does not assume a particular probability den-

sity function.

GaN re-growth for 30 min led to an average increase of

61 nm in diameter for the passivated nanorods, whilst 60 min

resulted in an increase of 106 nm. These values are consist-

ent, to within 10%, with a constant rate of increase in added

volume of material on the nanorod sidewalls. For the same

growth time, the increase in diameter of the tops of the nano-

rods for the unpassivated samples was lower due to a greater

deposition of material around the lower regions of the nano-

rods as seen from Figure 5(d).

It is expected that any irregularity in the nanorods

formed during the etch process will be accentuated during

the re-growth leading to inhomogeneity in the height, width,

and shape due to the random growth nucleation or as a result

of the growth dynamics. Nevertheless, direct re-growth on

etched nanorods is still likely to provide better homogeneity

than with a bottom-up approach alone. The dispersion in di-

ameter (interdecile range) for the etched nanorods was found

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional SEM images of 30 min GaN re-growth on HSQ-

coated and cured GaN nanorod array exposed to BOE 100:1 solution for (a)

0 s, (b) 20 s, (c) 60 s, and (d) 300 s.

FIG. 5. Plan view and cross-sectional SEM images of 60 min GaN re-

growth on passivated ((a) and (c)) and unpassivated ((b) and (d)) GaN etched

nanorod array.
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to be 9.2 nm, a variation of approximately 3% on the mean

diameter. This reflects the precise size control that can be

achieved with nanoimprint lithography and ICP etching. As

expected, the dispersion was found to increase with subse-

quent growth. At first sight, it might seem that the passiva-

tion has increased the non-uniformity of the nanorods.

However, a plot of the distribution width versus diameter

(Figure 8(a)) reveals that there is monotonic increase in dis-

tribution width regardless of whether there is passivation or

not. Indeed, the data suggest a linear dependence on diameter

over the range of 325–400 nm. The datum outside this range,

corresponding to the nanorods in Figures 5(a) and 5(c), pos-

sibly suggests that as the nanorods become wider the remain-

ing space between them becomes a critical factor influencing

the capture of material out of the gas phase in the growth re-

actor. The variation in the distribution of the elongation fac-

tors follows a similar trend, though the data indicate that the

passivation has degraded the uniformity. A larger elongation

factor arises when the nanorods deviate from being hexago-

nal by the uneven growth rate of the six m-plane facets. The

authors believe that there is a greater influence of the lower

widened regions of the nanorods for the passivated samples

leading to a greater range of elongation factors than for the

unpassivated samples. Figure 2 shows that these widened

regions are less uniform than the more vertical upper regions

that were measured from the plan-view SEM images.

Section III C, covering the nanorod verticality, will discuss

this issue further.

C. Nanorod verticality

The verticality of the nanorod sidewalls can be seen

more clearly from the data summarized in Figure 9. This

shows the average sidewall profile measured from the cross-

sectional SEM images superimposed onto the average nano-

rod diameter as found from the diameter distributions in

FIG. 6. Distribution of nanorod tip

equivalent diameters as determined

from 5000�-magnification plan-view

SEM images. The interdecile range is

indicated in blue.

FIG. 7. Distribution of nanorod tip

elongation factors as determined by

image analysis of 5000�-magnification

plan-view SEM images. The elongation

is a measure of the deviation in equiva-

lent circularity corresponding to devia-

tion from the hexagonal symmetry,

where a perfect circle corresponds to a

value of 1.27. The interdecile range is

indicated in blue.
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Figure 6. This highlights the superior verticality of the side-

walls of the passivated samples compared with the unpassi-

vated ones, which are substantially broadened over a region

around their bases. The profile of the bare rods highlights the

wine-glass shape that can just be discerned in Figure 2. The

sidewall tapers outwards near the top of the rods before

reducing to a waist region 1–2 lm below the nanorod top.

Near the base of the nanorods, there is a pronounced increase

in the diameter. For the passivated samples, re-growth

removes the wine-glass shape and gradually increases the

verticality with 60 min (�89.9�) being more vertical than 30

min (�89.7�). In contrast, for the unpassivated samples,

more growth reduces the verticality. The transition between

vertical and truncated regions on the sidewalls of the unpas-

sivated nanorods moves upwards with further growth, from

approximately half way up for the 30 min sample to within

500 nm of the top for the 60 min sample. Blocking the

growth at the bottom with a passivation layer causes the mor-

phology to be determined by the slow-growing m-plane fac-

ets. Without a passivation layer, faster-growing high-index

planes propagate up from the nanorod bases, overgrowing

the m-planes. However, the drawback of the passivation is

the increased influence of the less-uniform widened nanorod

bases on the elongation factor as discussed in Sec. III B.

D. Nanorod height homogeneity

In order to assess the height distribution of the nanorods,

AFM measurements have been carried out on all samples

using a standard AFM tip (Veeco SCM-PIC) in contact

mode. Due to the sharp nanopyramid on the top of the

regrown samples, the features observed are a convolution of

the nanopyramid and AFM tip shapes. Therefore, the maxi-

mum height measured for each nanorod has been extracted

from the AFM data in order to exclude the influence of the

AFM tip. Surface maps for each sample and histograms of

the height data are shown in Figure 10. As expected, the as-

etched nanorods show a tight distribution with very little ran-

dom fluctuation in height reflecting the low roughness and

flatness of the starting template. With re-growth, any inho-

mogeneity in the as-etched nanorod diameter or in the forma-

tion of the m-plane sidewalls gives rise to a fluctuation in the

size of the basal plane of the {10–11}-faceted nanopyramids

simultaneously developing on the nanorod top surface. This

in turn leads to a height variation, Dh, which can be esti-

mated from the diameter variation, Dd, using Dh � Dd/

2tanh, where h is the angle of the {10–11} facet with the c-

plane (�62�). The crosses in Figure 8(c) indicate the

expected height variation corresponding to the diameter vari-

ation from Figure 8(a) using this model. This can be con-

trasted with the height variation as measured from the

histograms in Figure 10 and also shown in Figure 8(c). All

parameter variations are given for the interdecile range.

There is a striking similarity between the expected and

measured data for the passivated samples thus confirming

the origin of the variation for these cases. More noticeable,

however, is the difference for the unpassivated samples.

Such an increase in height variation does not correlate with

either the diameter or elongation, both of which would influ-

ence the nanopyramid height as described above. The cause

of the variation must arise from variability in the growth rate

of the facets on top of the nanorod. Since the c-plane growth

is usually much faster than the {10–11} growth, one can

assume that the nanopyramid forms in the very early stages

FIG. 8. The interdecile range of the nanorod diameter, elongation factor,

and height versus average nanorod tip diameter showing that the passivation

has no influence on the diameter distribution but has a significant influence

on the height distribution. The crosses in (c) indicate the expected height

variation as determined by the diameter variation assuming the nanorods are

topped by a {10-11}-facetted nanopyramid (see Sec. III D for details).

FIG. 9. Plot of the average rod diameter at different heights measured from

the rod base for passivated and unpassivated nanorods for 0 min, 30 min,

and 60 min GaN growth as determined from analysis of cross-sectional SEM

images.
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of growth,26 thus leaving the {10–11} facets as the only ones

remaining with a vertical growth rate component. So the

question arises as to why the unpassivated nanorods give rise

to a variable growth rate on these facets from one nanorod to

another, whilst the passivated nanorods give rise to a con-

stant growth rate. The most likely explanation is that the

inhomogeneity present in the lower regions of the nanorods

is affecting the surface diffusion of gallium from the side-

walls to the nanopyramid facets, and thus their growth rate.

This is because the high-index facets or multiple step edges

give rise to a dissimilar sidewall sticking coefficient from

nanorod to nanorod. In contrast, the sidewalls of all passi-

vated nanorods quickly develop into uniform m-plane facets.

Thus, the transport of gallium from the slow-growing m-

plane to the {10–11} facets is uniform between nanorods

and, in turn, the variability in the height of the nanopyramid

only reflects the uneven nanorod diameter.

These results demonstrate the advantage of using a pas-

sivation layer to improve the height uniformity of nanorods

for subsequent processing into three-dimensional devices. In

this case, the variability in height is solely attributed to the

variation in the size of the nanopyramid basal plane, which

degrades non-linearly with growth time. An interdecile range

less than 30 nm for the height variation can be achieved if

the increase in diameter is limited to 60 nm. More experi-

ments are required to determine how much further the

diameter can increase before the height variation diverges

catastrophically. Further improvement in height variation

could be achieved by blocking the formation of the nanopyr-

amid on the nanorod tip.

E. Nanorod strain relaxation

To determine the strain status of the templates, the

Raman spectra of the planar template, etched nanorods, and

the nanorods after the GaN re-growth were compared

(Figure 11). An accurate measurement of the position of

the E2h peak can reveal the modification of strain occurring

in a GaN sample. Using a 532 nm laser, a shift of

�1.9 cm�1, from 569.2 cm�1 to 567.1 cm�1, was measured

when the planar GaN template was etched. Such a shift can

be ascribed to the relaxation of the compressive strain that

exists in GaN/sapphire due to their lattice mismatch and

different thermal expansion coefficients.34 During cool

down from the growth temperature, sapphire contracts

faster than GaN leading to a build-up of compressive stress

in the epilayer. The measured E2h value of 567.1 cm�1 is

close to that in strain-free GaN35 indicating that the nano-

rods are fully relaxed prior to re-growth, in agreement with

earlier findings.36 Re-growth of GaN onto the etched nano-

rods does not re-introduce strain, as the E2h peak remains

in the same position at 567.1 cm�1.

FIG. 10. (Left) Surface maps (19 � 19 lm) showing the nanorod heights for (a) bare nanorods, (b) passivated 30 min re-growth, (c) unpassivated 30 min re-

growth, (d) passivated 60 min re-growth, (e) unpassivated 60 min re-growth as determined by AFM after a second-order polynomial background removal. The

colour scale is the same for all images and the dots mark the x-y positions of the individual nanorod height maxima used to create the surface map. (Right)

Histogram showing distribution of nanorod heights for each sample. The interdecile range is indicated in blue.
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F. GaN/InGaN/GaN core-shell optical properties

In order to further examine the quality of the nanorod

templates and their suitability for device structure growth, a

GaN/InGaN/GaN core-shell active layer was prepared on the

nanorod templates by MOVPE. Shorter etched nanorods with

regrown facets were over-grown with InGaN (growth temper-

ature 750 �C, growth pressure of 300 mbar, TMGa flow rate

of 9 sccm, TMIn flow rate of 360 sccm, and NH3 flow rate of

5 slm) followed by a GaN capping layer at the same tempera-

ture. The smaller aspect ratio leads to a greater increase in the

diameter for the same growth time. Figure 12 shows the re-

growth of GaN/InGaN/GaN on nanorods with an approxi-

mate height of (a) 700 nm, and (b) 400 nm. The SEM images

clearly show a sharp boundary separating the passivation

layer and the bottom part of the re-grown structure.

High-resolution cathodoluminescence (CL) hyperspec-

tral imaging at 5 keV accelerating voltage has been used to

characterise the optical properties of the GaN/InGaN/GaN

core-shell structures, shown in Figure 12(b). This technique

measures the full emission spectrum from successive local-

ised regions determined by the probing volume of the elec-

tron beam in order to build up a multi-dimensional dataset

containing spatial and spectroscopic information of the sam-

ple.37 The geometry is such that the sample is at 45� to the

electron beam and 45� to the optical detection axis. All spec-

tra have been obtained at room temperature. The secondary

electron and corresponding CL images and spectra are

shown in Figure 13. The dotted lines trace the outline of the

nanostructure and are useful to highlight that the brightest

luminescence originates from the region where the vertical

facets intersect with the {10–11} facets of the nanopyramid.

Figure 13(b) shows the real colour of the overall emission as

determined from the chromaticity coordinates for each spec-

trum, whilst Figure 13(d) shows normalised individual spec-

tra originating from different regions of the nanostructure.

An analysis of all such spectra leads to the identification

of three separate emission bands centred at around 2.5, 3.2,

and 3.4 eV. The false colour map in Figure 13(c) reveals that

the three bands in different colours, highlighted in Figure

13(d), clearly originate from separate regions of the nano-

structure: strong GaN near band-edge light is emitted from

the centre of the nanopyramid facets; the 3.2 eV peak origi-

nates from the vertical m-plane facets, and the broad band

around 2.5 eV is emitted from the intersection between these

facets. The latter two peaks are attributed to emission from

InxGa1-xN with different alloy composition, x. The emission

peak energy can then be used to estimate the alloy

FIG. 11. Raman spectra of planar, etched, and 20-s-regrown samples

recorded with a 532 nm laser. The inset shows a magnified view of the E2h

peak.

FIG. 12. (a) and (b) SEM images showing examples of active GaN/InGaN/

GaN layers regrown on shorter etched nanorods clearly highlighting the

effect of the passivation layer.

FIG. 13. (a) SEM secondary electron image of the GaN/InGaN/GaN layers

regrown on shorter etched nanorods and (b) corresponding CL map of the

optical emission from the active layers. The colour in (b) represents the real

emission colour as determined from the chromaticity coordinates calculated

for each spectrum. A selection of normalised individual spectra correspond-

ing to positions A-E is shown in (d). The false colour CL map in (c) high-

lights the spatial origin of the optical emission corresponding to the three

identified bands (red, green, and blue) as shown in (d).
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composition in the separate regions by referring to published

values from InGaN films, neglecting any quantum confine-

ment or electric field effects.38 This gives values of x � 5%

for the vertical m-plane emission and x � 20% for the region

intersecting the m-plane and {10–11} facets. The spectra in

Figure 13(d) also show that the broad 2.5 eV emission band

consists of more than one peak. Whilst the same emission

band is observed in other neighbouring nanorods, the relative

strength of the individual constituent peaks varies, which is

likely a geometric effect.

The �5% indium incorporation on the m-plane is con-

sistent with previous work that found a low incorporation

rate on this facet in comparison with other semi-polar fac-

ets.39 It is more surprising that no InGaN emission is

observed from the {10–11} facets. Only GaN near-band

edge light is emitted in a central band around the middle of

the nanopyramid semi-polar facet, with no emission

observed nearer the nanopyramid tip. CL is not a confocal

spectroscopy technique so the spatial diffusion of carriers to

regions of lower band-gap cannot explain the lack of emis-

sion. Instead, the dark tip results from competing non-

radiative recombination routes via defects at the nanopyra-

mid tip introduced during their growth.40

Another important feature of the spectra in Figure 13(d)

is the lack of luminescence at 2.2 eV, attributed to the defects

in GaN structures. The negligible luminescence in this band

clearly proves a high quality core-shell structure, confirming

also the high quality of the nanorod template.

G. Angular dependence of emission

Angle-resolved photoluminescence (PL) experiments

were performed in order to study the impact of the high

degree of ordering and shape regularity of the core-shell

nanorods. The PL was excited by a 405 nm diode laser that

was focussed to a spot size <1 mm so that only the broad

InGaN band at �2.5 eV is excited. The emission was

detected using a fibre goniometer connected to a spectro-

graph and CCD detector. The fibre bundle, positioned at a

distance of 300 mm away from the sample, was moved in

0.1� steps away from the surface normal and in the azimuthal

directions in order to build up a complete solid angle of

measurements over, in principle, a full hemisphere. One

“slice” from the multi-dimensional dataset corresponding to

a single azimuth is shown in Figure 14(a). In order to high-

light the diffraction features, the PL data have been normal-

ised to the emission band along the y-axis, and to the

integrated intensity along the x-axis. The emission band at

normal incidence is shown in Figure 14(b), and the angular

emission at a single wavelength of 510 nm (pre-normalisa-

tion), corresponding to the emission band peak is shown in

Figure 14(c).

Figure 14(a) is characterised by an array of features cor-

responding to diffraction from the nanorod array combined

with lines delineating regions of higher and lower intensities

that define triangular-like sectors. Light that is emitted into

the laterally guided modes of the whole GaN layer (nanorods

plus residual GaN template) is diffracted into the extraction

cone. This appears as a set of sharp lines in the angular emis-

sion spectrum where each line corresponds to diffraction

from an allowed mode. A further wave-guiding effect occurs

with light that is primarily trapped in the sapphire substrate.

Due to the large substrate thickness, the spacing of these dif-

fraction lines is too small to resolve. Instead, they appear as

an increase in the background intensity of the extracted light

in the triangular sectors, for example, below 45� at �500 nm.

For further details of photonic crystal extraction, see, for

example, Refs. 41 and 42.

Both diffraction pathways and corresponding light

extraction derive from the high degree of long-range order

FIG. 14. (a) Horizon-to-horizon angle-

resolved PL emission from the GaN/

InGaN/GaN core-shell structure shown

in Figure 12(b). The data have been

normalised along the vertical axis to

the PL emission band and along the

horizontal axis to the average intensity

at that elevation in order to highlight

the diffractive features. (b) Normal

incidence PL spectrum and (c) angular

emission at 510 nm.
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that is present within this core-shell nanorod array. This is

turn results from the top-down approach used to create the

initial GaN nanorod scaffold before the facet recovery step

and the re-growth of the active layers.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a two-step process

that leads to the availability of a high-aspect-ratio nanorod

array with very high uniformity that could be used as a

growth scaffold for core-shell light-emitting devices. The

rough morphology introduced in the first etch step is repaired

during a subsequent re-growth step in which the m-plane

crystal facets are recovered.

The controlled deposition and etching of a layer of HSQ

onto the nanorods prior to the re-growth step is described.

This passivation layer has a number of benefits: (1) it reduces

the variation of nanorod heights by a factor of two, thus mak-

ing nanorod and prospective core-shell devices easier to real-

ise, (2) it increases the verticality of the nanorods, ensuring

fully non-polar side walls, (3) it prevents parasitic c-plane

growth between the nanorods, and (4) it acts to block para-

sitic current paths that bypass the nanorod core.

The characterisation of emission from an active InGaN

layer grown on top of the nanorods shows (1) strong localisa-

tion of the emission as a result of differing alloy composi-

tions in different regions and (2) sufficient long-range order

to observe increased light extraction through the diffraction

of trapped modes within the high-refractive index GaN or

sapphire layers.
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